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The Packard Commission

"nonexclusive licenses discourage commercialization," that
finns would be reluctant to invest without exclusive licences,
which would make the labs' work "relevant" to the high-tech
private market-the catchword of all Packard recommenda
tions. Patent policy was changed, finns began to receive

National labs sold to
the highest bidder
by Paul Gallagher

exclusive titles to inventions developed by the national labs.
Laboratory personnel policies were changed, ending a long
tenn policy of strict limits on lab scientists selling themselves
to private finns while remaining in their laboratories-with
the overhead still financed by the federal government.
One result, as a Sandia labs director pointed out recently,
is that classified work, often on the most critical technological
breakthroughs, will become less attractive to lab scientists
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technology to Chicago venture-capitalist David Silver, who
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raised the money by fonning an R&D limited partnership
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fense industry have grown together since the Manhattan Proj

full ownership of the technology and then granted an exclu
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industrial R&D development. Packard is leading a drive to
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uityFund.

evant hi-tech," from the nuclear science- and aerodynamics
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centered research which sustained U.S. scientific and mili
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tary power.

Charles Gregg, one of the developers of the technology.

The Packard Commission's recommended policy changes
for the national labs have been partly implemented, over

Gregg still works in the same laboratory, but as a fully paid
private employee of Mesa Diagnostics.

resistance from the leadership of the most important labs.

. The net result of this juggling, which required multiple

Packard gave his report the cover of "drop this solar power

patent waivers and 11 different contracts, is that not only

and alternate energy stuff, and concentrate on real technolo
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gy"; that served to gain acceptance for the recommendations

does a speculative startup operation, liable tl) bankruptcy,
own an important technology: It is changing the actual struc

within the administration. "Magic of the marketplace" ide
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instrument development, a capital investment that cannot

Until recently, the consortia of 100 major national and
military laboratories, and the services, agencies, or univer

help but further shift priorities toward the commercially fea
sible rather than the scientifically important.
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But Packard, after 40 years, suddenly discovered that
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